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Birds Of Kuwait
Kuwaits migratory birds

kuwait, 15.11.2015, 08:46 Time

USPA NEWS - Kuwait is enriched with wide variety of birds. and its a base land & resting & nesting plave for migratory birds.here i
will be sharing my collection of migratory birds images taken during the first & end quarter of 2015.

Here i will be sharing my collection of migratory birds images taken during the first & end quarter of 2015. As usual, me and my
photobuddies spent our friday mornings chasing birds as early as 4am. we have discovered new areas not known to everyone. A place
we can call Kuwait paradise where beautiful flowers bloom, grassy lawn and loads of birds. :)
Earlier this year, there were plenty of birds in the gardens of kuwait. 2 of them are Common Starling and Eurasian Wryneck. Both were
captured in Rumaithiya Garden.This year, i am very happy to see loads of European bee eaters in several locations such as salmiya,
rumaithiya, abuhalifa, jahra, al salam area, funaitees etc...Luckily, i also managed to capture a beautiful Rose ringed parakeet
unexpectedly while shooting bee eaters somewhere in funaitees.And got some good pictures of Rufous-tailed scrub robin. It was a
great day for birding in jahra reserve, some of my friends moved to kabad desert areas to search for special birds. Afterwards, I got a
call from them saying they have found this beauty! - Eurasian Scops Owl
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